
The Phantastic Theater
fine arts for the young (of all ages)

Dr. Christopher Kaufman, Director
May 27, 2016                                                                        317 72nd St, Brooklyn, NY 11209

                                                                                631-332-9858
jmusic800@gmail.com

www.soundartus.com
In care of: ///////////
///////////// Foundation
address

Dear ///////,

We are submitting the following inquiry for the ////////// Foundation to 
consider a full proposal for The Phantastic Theater - fine arts for the young (of 
all ages).  Our request is in the amount of $//////.

We have demonstrated that through imaginative context one can present new 
music and art effectively to families and children. Our audience is comprised of 
mothers with babies, children aged three, five, seven and beyond, fathers and 
grandparents and thus represents the complete human experience.  Our 
productions are educational, introduce young people to the power of 
imagination and reconnect adults to when they first experienced the arts. I think 
we’ve hit on something universal.

We believe that the educational benefits of art education, as applied in the 
scientific manner developed over the centuries by classical musicians and artists 
is beneficial to the development of the over all ‘complete human intelligence’ of 
young people as well as adults. The Phantastic Theater presentations combine 
Dr. Kaufman’s unique ‘transmedia’ method described below with a wide 
spectrum of educational elements which include music fundamentals and 
vocabulary, auditory recognition and memorization, reading development and 
many others which are both intrinsic in nature and specific to the works 
presented.

The Phantastic Theater - fine arts for the young (of all ages) combines arts 
education with live performance, workshops and individual presentations. While 
focused on performances, we provide the opportunity for arts educators and 
performers to share with young people and their families the impact the arts 
have had on their lives, individuals and society. 
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Presentations are conducted with the ‘transmedia’ method developed by Dr. 
Kaufman.  Like ‘living books’, colorful illustrative art and text stream by on 
screen as Dr. Kaufman’s   fully orchestrated classical music flows through 
speakers.  Voice acting and song, dance and live performance by world class 
musicians lead the experience.  Giant art puppets are employed and costumery 
and lighting design complete the air of theatrical presentation. Specific works are 
modeled on Prokofiev’s ‘Peter and the Wolf’ and Stravinsky’s l’Histoire du 
Soldat, though are of their own specialized nature. Audience members may take 
home books with audio albums possessing the story, music, sound design and 
visuals they have just experienced, which will help inspire the continuation of 
the learning experience.  Dr. Kaufman leads workshops based on the presented 
works which are often a part of the over all event structure. 

We have successfully completed the first season of The Phantastic Theater which 
comprised three full concert events, a number of workshops and smaller 
promotional events such as appearances at local street fairs and the like which 
are ongoing as we prepare for our next season.

Dr. Christopher Kaufman is an accomplished composer and award winning 
teaching artist. He has spent over twenty-five years developing his work as a 
composer and educator and the last three years on this specific project.  He has 
combined his artistic talents with his philosophy as an educator in his works The 
Musical Forest and The Phantastic Zoo, which are at the heart of The Phantastic 
Theater productions. Creating and presenting these works has involved 
developing the book forms including story, text and illustrative art, writing and 
producing the music and vocal work for the audio albums, the creation of 
performance materials and rehearsing the players and tech personnel. 

Dr. Kaufman has extensive experience as a presenter and led an arts performance 
organization titled CHIRON Performing Arts for over 14 years where he 
presented the work of hundreds of artists of all disciplines. Resident artists for 
The Phantastic Theater include world re-knowned flautist, composer and 
educator Robert Dick, who was recently presented with a lifetime achievement 
award from the national flute association. Dr. Kaufman also makes a point of 
featuring young artists in a variety of ways, which helps increase the connection 
young audience members feel to the presentations. 

Seeding for The Phantastic Theater began two years ago when Dr. Kaufman 
enacted a crowd funding campaign through which he acquired a great deal of 
the technical equipment needed to produce our events and adapt to concert halls 
and classrooms. Our arts consultant Jeffrey James was of great assistance in 
building audience.  Steering committee members John Kiehl (co-founder of 
Soundtrack) and Joe Carroll (an Emmy award winning composer who worked 
closely with Jim Henson for many years) were influential and helpful.  



The Phantastic Theater is planning a tour of targeted locations which are centers 
of activity where arts education flourishes or is needed and a desire for 
collaboration is expressed. We are establishing links with diverse geographical 
locations in the New York City area where we can share Dr. Kaufman’s artistic 
and educational vision with as wide a variety of demographics as is possible.  We 
will also continue presentations designed to develop audience and the general 
profile of The Phantastic Theater, such as our collaborations with Puppetry Arts 
Theater in Brooklyn who invite us to participate in their outdoor fairs.

We request from /////////////////  support in the amount of $1750. This will help 
enable our mission, even as we request support from other foundations and 
institutions, and be for purposes such as attracting new guest artists of wide 
diversity, concert space rental, marketing and advertisement.  We are developing 
partnerships such that our workshops can mitigate cost and inspire return visits, 
thus creating a long term strategy of continued involvement.  We also wish to 
grow our presence online such that interaction with online workshops and 
games, the development of downloadable materials and the like can even more 
greatly enhance what The Phantastic Theater has to offer.  To accept money we 
utilize a fiscal sponsor, Fractured Atlas.

A few hundred families have enjoyed the benefits of our overall efforts thus far 
and we believe we can greatly increase this number in the years ahead and thus 
provide the benefits of the arts in a widespread fashion.  These benefits of arts 
education include the advancement of mental processing, visualizing and 
reaching long term goals, and the development of imaginative, intuitive, 
emotional and sensory functions as well as many aspects of social development. 
For more on this please refer to Dr. Kaufman’s following letter, ‘Argument for the 
Arts’.

Thank you for your time and consideration in reviewing this letter.  We look 
forward to the opportunity of responding to any questions you may have and 
providing you with a complete proposal. 

Thank you,

The Phantastic Theater,

Dr. Christopher Kaufman, Director
“The Phantastic Theater is a sponsored project of Fractured Atlas, a non-profit arts service organization. 
Fractured Atlas will receive grants for the charitable purposes of The Phantastic Theater, provide oversight 
to ensure that grant funds are used in accordance with grant agreements, and provide reports as required by 
the grantor. Contributions for the charitable purposes of The Phantastic Theater must be made payable to 
Fractured Atlas and are tax deductible to the extent permitted by law.”



LINKS:

The Phantastic Theater: https://soundartus.com/the-phantastic-theater/

Christopher Kaufman: composer and resume: https://soundartus.com/the-
composer/   and http://archive.chkaufman.com/concertbio.htm

Resident Artist Robert Dick: http://robertdick.net/

CHIRON Performing Arts: http://archive.chkaufman.com/presenter.htm

The Musical Forest Workshop: https://soundartus.com/the-musical-forest-
workshop/
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